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I- Vocabulary (24 M) 

A) Choose the most suitable word from a, b, c and d: (4 x 31/2 14 M) 

1. A good position will soon be .................in the bank. Why don't you apply for it? 

a. vacant 	b. palatial 	c, competent 
	

d. integral 

2. Hong Kong is one of the most .................populated cities in the world. 

a. customarily 	b. seamlessly 	c. densely 
	

d. ungentlemanly 

3. My mother couldn't................her disappointment when I told her that I had lost the money. 

a. bestow 	b. reverse 	c. deserve 
	

d. conceal 

4. The war has badly damaged the country's ........................, so a lot of money and 

efforts are needed to rebuild it. 

a. admiration 	b. unemployment c. infrastructure 	d-contentment 

B) Fill in the spaces with suitable words from the list: (4 x 21/, = 10 M) 

( biography - affection - frequently - tranquil - fix ) 

5. Mobile phones are strictly forbidden inside libraries to keep the space tranquil for users. 

6. I have taken my car to a garage, but I think it will take them a week to fix the new engine. 

7. Reading the biography of famous people inspires our ambition to work hard. 

8. The elderly people should frequently visit their doctors for general check up. 
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II. Grammar ( 20 M) 

A) Choose the correct word or phrase that best completes the following: (4 x 21/2 = 10 M) 

9. I decided to learn Chinese ................French in the university. 

a. whereas 	b. instead of 
	

c. but 
	

d. in comparison with 

10...........................Khalid and his brother were exhausted after the long journey. 

a. Not only 	b. Neither 	 c. Both 
	

d. Either 

11. We should have the computer ......................first. I can't do the research without it. 

a. repaired 	b. repairs 	 c. repairing 	d. repair 

12- People in the Gulf used to.......................for pearls before the discovery of oil. 

a. diving 	b. dived 
	

c. dives 
	

d. dive 

B) Do as shown between brackets: (2 x 5=10 M) 

13. "Do they enjoy working with a skilled group?" 
	

(Report the sentence) 

He asked his brothers if (whether) they enjoyed working with a skilled group. 

14. I have never been as annoyed as when I lost my mobile phone. (Complete) 

Never have I been as annoyed as when I lost my mobile phone. 

III. Language Functions (20 M) 

Write what you would say in the following situations: (4 x 5 = 20 M) 

15. Your friend asks you about your future plans when you finish school. 

Planning / Intention 

16. Your elder brother sometimes neglects following the traffic rules. 

Obligation / Giving advice / Disagreement / Duty 

17. One of your cousins wants to know the reason behind your refusal to attend celebrations. 

Giving reasons 

18. The teacher asks you about the differences between wedding parties in the past and nowadays. 

Comparing / Giving information / Guessing 

Any reasonable response is accepted 
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IV-Set Book Questions ( 16 M) 

A) Answer ONLY TWO questions of the followings: (2 x 6 =12 M) 

19. In your opinion, how do you think we can show respect and appreciation to the elderly? 

We can be there to help them perform simple tasks. / Being there to talk to them is 

appreciated. I We can be their friends. / We can hold doors for them or stand when they 

enter to show respect. 

20. What would you miss if you moved from a city to a county area? 

If I moved to a country area, I would miss the shopping malls in the city, the luxury 

restaurants and the busy life. / I'd miss the good opportunities for finding a job. 

21. Bayt Lothan is more than just a coffee house. Why should the government preserve historical 

buildings? 

They remind people of their history. I They can be used for providing modern social 

activities as workshops, crafts and design. /They can stand as testament to the changing 

uses of buildings over time. 

Any reasonable answer is accepted 

B) Literature Time (Great Expectations) 

Answer ONLY ONE question of the following: ( 1 x 4=4 M) 
22. In your opinion, how should we treat orphans? 

We should care about all orphans' matters including their bringing up, education and 

guidance. We should take care of their daily life needs such as food, clothing and 

treatment. 

23. How could we help the poor and needy people? 

We could provide them with food to eat, clothes to wear, houses to live in, money to spend 

on themselves and their families......etc. 

Any reasonable answer is accepted 
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V- Writing (30 M) 

Write on the following topic: 

Nowadays, people in developed countries have a longer life expectancy rate than they did in the 
past. This is a result of so many factors. 

Plan and write a report of (12 sentences / 140 words) about how medical improvements, 
technology and the recognition of human rights help to have a longer life expectancy. 

The following ideas may help you: 

• The recent fast progress in the medical field such as vaccinations 

• The precise and quick discovery of diseases and cures 

• The global improvement in the field of social politics, education and public health 

The outline (3 M) 

Rubrics For Checking Writing 

T Exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences. 22 

2 Pre-writing techniques (Outlining: Introduction, body, conclusion). 3 

3 Spelling and structure. 3 

4 Handwriting, spacing and punctuation. 2 

S Three marks to be deducted from the total mark for changing the format. 

6 Off point topics receive zero. 
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Write your your topic here (27 M) 
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VI —Reading Comprehension (40 M) 

Read the following text, and then answer the questions below : 

Whales are the largest animals in the world, even larger than some species of 

dinosaurs. Ironically, whales are among the gentlest creatures we know. There are people who go 

through great lengths to help them. 

One such case occurred in 1988, when three young whales were trapped in the sea. It was 

close to winter and the sea had begun to freeze over. Whales are mammals that require oxygen 

from the air, so the frozen ice was a great danger as it prevented them from getting air. All they 

needed was a tiny hole in the ice for them to breathe through. Volunteers from all over the world 

soon turned up to help these creatures. They cut holes in the ice so as to provide more breathing 

holes for the whales. These holes would also serve as guides for the whales so that they could 

swim to warmer waters. This effort was a success although one whale drowned. 

Although the whale is very huge, it is not hindered at all by its size when it is in water. 

Whales have tails that end like flippers. With just a gentle flick, it can push itself forward. The 

skin of a whale is so smooth that it does not create any friction that can slow the whale down. A 

whale's breathing hole is located on the top of its head, so it can breathe without having to 

entirely push its head out of the water, it is also able to eat its food down without breathing in 

any water. Whales are protected from the cold seawater by body fat that is called blubber. This is 

so effective that a whale can even get overheated in the cold temperatures of the sea. 

Whales live in the ocean but in terms of behaviour, they are more similar to humans than 

fish. They live in family groups and they even travel in groups when they have to migrate from 

cooler to warmer waters. The young stay with their parents for as long as fifteen years. Whales 

are known not to desert the ill or injured members; instead, they cradle them. Moreover, female 

whales have very strong maternal instincts. 

A) From a, b, c and d, choose the right answer: (4 X 41/2 = 18 M) 

24. The best title for this passage could be............................ 

a. Kinds of Whales 
	

b. Facts about Whales 

c. The Extinction of Whales 	 d. Differences Between Whales and Humans 



a. accompany 
	

b. stay with 

c. leave 
	

d. treat 

B) Answer the following questions: (3 X 4= 12 M) 

28. Why is blubber beneficial to whales? 
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25. The underlined word them "in paragraph (1) refers to ........................... 

a. dinosaurs 
	

b. lengths 

c. people 
	

d. whales 

26. The opposite of the underlined word" entirely " in paragraph (3) is ....................... 

a. partly 
	

b. largely 

c. helpfully 
	

d. usefully 

27. The underlined word" desert" in paragraph (4) means.......................... 

Blubber protects whales from the cold seawater. I It can help whales get overheated in 

the cold temperatures of the sea. 

29. How do some volunteers help whales to survive in winter? 

By cutting holes in the ice so as to provide more breathing holes for the whales. 

30. Why is frozen ice hazardous and dangerous for whales? 

Because it prevents them from getting any (oxygen) air; so they die. 

Summary Making (10 M) 

C) In four sentences of your own, summarise paragraph (4); in answer to the following 

question: How do whales behave like humans? 

Four of the following points should be tackled 

They live in family groups . They even travel in groups when they have to migrate from 

cooler to warmer waters. The young stay with their parents for as long as fifteen years. 

Whales are known not to desert the ill or injured members; instead, they cradle the ill or 

injured members. Female whales have very strong maternal instincts. 
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VII-Translation (10M) 

A) With reference to the reading comprehension passage ( Paragraph 2 ), translate the 
following sentences into good Arabic: (6 M) 

Whales are mammals that require oxygen from the air, so the frozen ice was a great danger 

as it prevented them from getting air. All they needed was a tiny hole in the ice for them to 

breathe through. Volunteers from all over the world soon turned up to help these creatures. 

A  
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B) Translate the following sentences into English: (4 M) 

j 

Rashid: What do you think of the old traditional handcrafts? 

Adel: I think our grandfathers exerted great efforts to make them in their workshops. 


